
Explore our services
WHAT WE DO

ARE YOU A CHILD, TEEN OR PARENT LOOKING FOR SUPPORT WITH... ARE YOU AN ADULT OR SENIOR LOOKING FOR SUPPORT WITH...

ADULT MOBILITY SERVICES

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

TRAVELLING MORE 
INDEPENDENTLY?

LIVING WELL AND 
INDEPENDENTLY  

AT HOME?

MAKING FRIENDS 
AND SOCIALISING?

ACCESSING  
EDUCATION 

ENVIRONMENTS?

ACCESSING AND 
MAINTAINING 

EMPLOYMENT?

EXPLORING 
ENVIRONMENTS 

SAFELY?

ACCESSING 
TECHNOLOGY TO  

AID INDEPENDENCE?

REACHING 
DEVELOPMENTAL 

MILESTONES?

MAKING FRIENDS 
AND SOCIALISING?

YES YES

We teach children from 
newborns to teens how to better 

understand their environment, 
build techniques to confidently 
and safely move through those 

environments, and gradually take 
on more independence and  

self-advocacy.

CHILDREN’S MOBILITY 
SERVICES & CAMPS / YOUNG 

ADULTS PROGRAMS

SPECIALIST ACQUIRED BRAIN INJURY MOBILITY SERVICE AVAILABLE

We teach practical, everyday travel skills such as road crossing 
and public transport access using long cane skills, Guide Dogs 
and wayfinding technology. We work with Clients, employers 
and colleagues to enable safe, independent and productive 

workplaces. Programs are completely individualised to a 
Client’s specific abilities, needs and goals to get them moving 

through life more efficiently, confidently, and easily.

PEER SUPPORT
We provide many opportunities to meet with other people who 

have low vision or blindness, to share stories, experiences,  
and friendships.

Our specialists support people with low vision or blindness 
to safely and independently perform personal care, 

domestic tasks, and community and recreational activities; 
such as safely cooking, identifying items in the cupboard 

or taking up gardening. 

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY
We can assess and supply technology such as mobility 

aids, reading aids and scanners. 

A Guide Dog offers a dynamic kind of 
independence, mobility and companionship. 
We match Clients with a Guide Dog and give 
them the skills and techniques to walk freely 

and feel confident as they move through 
the world, whether in a busy city centre or 

quiet suburban neighbourhood. For children 
considering a future Guide Dog we offer a 

‘Pets as Therapy’ program.

GUIDE DOG MOBILITY SERVICES

LOW VISION 
ORTHOPTIC SERVICE

An Orthoptist will be able to provide 
education around a Client’s vision 
loss, assess the level of functional 
vision and help with strategies to 
assist the Client to make the best 
use of their remaining vision. This 

may involve exploring lighting, 
scanning skills, magnification and/

or electronic aids that increase 
independence with reading and 

other activities around the home. 

Available for all ages.

YES



We know that too many people suffering vision 
loss struggle on without long-term mobility 
and daily living support, for far too long. 

If you have a patient you are concerned about then 
don’t delay, refer them to Guide Dogs Victoria through 
www.guidedogsvictoria.com.au, or on 1800 804 805,  
for a no cost/no obligation assessment.

Your referral matters
CLOSE THE LOOP OF CARE

Victoria’s local experts, Australia’s 
most trusted not-for-profit

guidedogsvictoria.com.au

Guide Dogs Victoria is so much 
more than dogs, providing:

Independence and mobility through all life stages 

and ages, to give people the freedom to enjoy 

life, embrace new experiences and reach their 

personal goals.

Support accessing and maintaining education and 

employment by optimising independence, safety 

and productivity.

A specialist Acquired Brain Injury Mobility Service 

to equip people to re-adjust to day-to-day living 

if their vision loss is due to sudden neurological 

illness or injury eg: stroke or road trauma. 

They ‘make do’ until an accident or significant  

‘near-miss’. They may utilise family and friend 

resources, but need specialist Orientation and  

Mobility and/or Occupational Therapy support to  

learn the skills to become safely independent again.  

The longer they leave it, the harder it becomes to 

regain confidence and skills. You are already helping 

them with your therapeutic expertise – one further 

single action can make sure they get the long-term 

support they need. One single referral to Guide Dogs 

Victoria can access multi-disciplinary assessment, 

Support Coordination, Orientation and Mobility and 

Occupational Therapy programs, individualised for 

their goals and needs at a time and place that suits 

them, for as long as they need. 

We can even help navigate funding options.  

We are an approved provider for TAC, Veterans Affairs, 

WorkCover, NDIS and CHSP, and people without 

funding can access our programs at no charge.

Guide Dogs 
Victoria
Your referral matters

Victoria’s local experts, Australia’s 
most trusted not-for-profit

guidedogsvictoria.com.au


